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Background and Rationale 

The impending impact of RDR has led many organisations to re-consider their distribution strategies with an increasing number looking to de-
risk the future by owning more of the chain themselves. This in turn has led to an uplift in assessment of the potential for new model Direct to 
Consumer offerings. The new model is based upon the belief that in some way the on-line channel will be made to function successfully 
bringing with it low costs and efficient self processing.  

 

However whenever the channel is considered the critical internal response is ‘the statistics show that outside of distress purchases and basic 
savings consumers do not like buying financial products on-line’ which on the face of it is reasonable, but actually it is one-eyed.  Apart from 
complex portfolio holders and hobbyists consumers just do not like buying financial services products period .  

In an age when the concept of deferred fulfilment is a virtual unknown expecting people to voluntarily search out investment and protection 
(outside of term) is unlikely to be successful. 

 

The universal truth that such products are sold not bought is just that, a truth. Where enthusiasts of on-line distribution are misguided is in 
opposing this fact in a belief that its veracity diminishes the potential of on-line distribution. Our view is quite contrary to this, we believe that 
on-line distribution of products has huge potential AND we believe products are sold not bought . The trick is to bring those elements of 
physical world sale to the virtual world. 

 

In the physical world the sale of financial services products has been characterised as ‘the nudge’. Consumers know in general what they 
should be doing but the subject matter and the product specifications are so disinteresting and the loss of disposable income for no 
immediate reward so unattractive it’s unlikely they will act voluntarily. Into this space steps the adviser who encourages the consumer 
through the creation of rapport, engagement, trust and focuses on outcomes and emotions rather than product features to nudge the 
consumer into action. This level of engagement not only brings about a sale but provides on-going re-inforcement to sustain the sale. 

Thus for financial services companies to succeed on-line they must acknowledge that their products are to the general consumer dull and the 
loss of disposable income is unpalatable and to overcome this on-line they need a virtual world nudge. So let us look again at the components  
of the nudge; 

Rapport 

Engagement 

Trust 

Emotions 

and assess where this is replicated on the web.  
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The answer lies in on-line communities. 

 

 

On-line communities flourish where transparency and the provision of information and mutual help exist. In these environments the elements of rapport, 
engagement , trust and emotions are at the heart of why the community exists – they are the community. If a Financial Services company can understand this 
and can build an on-line community then the on-line nudge can become a reality with its associated business benefits. In addition the creation of a true on-
line community provides the building blocks for a number of monetisation models that may or may not directly promote financial services products. 

 

In this document we examine communities  and what organisations looking to build them must be aware of. 
  



What Characterises an On-line Community?  

What is an on-line  community? 

An on-line  community is the coming together of individuals and organisations who share a common interest to meet, learn, discuss and 
support each other.  

 

Successful communities display some key common characteristics: 

 

Guided by a  clear common purpose 

Communities gather around a clear, common purpose that  the content confirms and endorses.  Successful communities drive long-term value 
and need a rallying cry and clarity about what the community aims to be. 

 

Permanence 

They are permanent, not temporary – people drop in and out but there is a core membership that interacts over an extended period of time. 

 

Multi-layered 

Communities facilitate various conversations and activities, led by different members over time – it is not one conversation but many.  These 
are often facilitated by specialised groups or clubs within the main community. 

 

Member profiles.  

Members get to know each other with enabling functionality and profile development; they interact regularly without centralised facilitation 
and not necessarily in the context of the community’s main purpose. 

 

The Existence of leaders and influencers.  

Community leaders emerge over time as they continue to take proactive roles in the community and rally other members to their causes. 
These leaders are community members and they self-select because of their interests – not because they are told to do so or appointed, 
although they can be encouraged to do so.  This encouragement comes from the community and it is made easy for other community 
members to recognise and acknowledge them. 
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What Characterises an On-line Community?  

Engagement is rewarded 

Offering promotions to join a community does not typically work — people will pick up their reward and often move on.  Rewards centre on  
participation — people who engage feel valued and appreciated, that feel like their opinion matters.  

 

Clear guidelines exist 

Community guidelines are published and  consistently adhered to within the community and in many cases they are broadly self-policing. 

 

It’s personal 

The focus is not on brand.  It has human faces at its heart that engender familiarity and trust.  The community management is seen as the face 
of the brand, so that person needs to be transparent, real, active and good at fostering participation.  

 

A culture of belonging 

Relationships are encouraged.  New users are helped to get started and behaviours such as befriending are employed to foster this belonging.  

 

Delivers relevant content 

Excellent content wherever it is sourced IS the community.  It is what brings people together, it is what adds value and it is what builds trust. 
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What People Want From a Community  
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The Development of an On-line Community 
 

The building of a successful on-line community is reliant on the provision of relevant, useful and entertaining content .  Whilst this statement 
may appear self-evident the use of the word ‘content’ simplifies a complex combination of passive and active information provision that is 
publicised and made member centric through the use of social media and user functionality. 

 

The development of an on-line community is a significantly different undertaking from developing and managing the ‘traditional’ Financial 
Services website where content is mainly passive and its core purpose is product promotion/delivery.  Whilst these sites change very little and 
offer very limited consumer interaction a community environment requires activity, interaction and stimuli on a 24/7 basis as its relationship 
with its members and potential members is built on rapidly changing content, regular dialogue and the capability of the community to interact 
constantly.  

 

The health of a community is not  just measured in its activity and interaction levels  but also in its influence.  If a community reflects 
significant levels of  influence it attracts other influencers,  forums, bloggers  etc. who in turn attract new members .  This organic  growth is 
vital to the communities  strength and longevity.  This is the criticality of the role of content -  effective content provides the information flow, 
interaction and stimuli require to build the community and to develop it’s wider influence.  

 

In our experience content is the glue that holds the community together and whilst it commences as the responsibility of the organisation that 
is planning and launching the community it is vital for the community itself to quickly engage and in time move to ownership of content.  The 
usual development cycle for on-line communities follows that illustrated on the following page. 
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Content flow largely one way inviting content 
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Member content development & member to member interaction 
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Community 
Manager 

 
 

The Phases of Community Build 
 



The Key Elements of Successful Community Content  

If the community is to grow it needs to be relevant and dynamic and this will be delivered through  a combination of interesting  content, rich 
member functionality and active social media that lead to deeper member engagement and most critically, wider influence.  Content provides 
the interest, member functionality provides the capability to  interact and social media provides the reach of the community into the 
websphere.  To illustrate this a simple example of how ‘passive’ content  can lead  to reach and influence can be found on page 10. 
 
In our experience the minimum content set for a successful community would include: 
 
Passive Content e.g. articles, blogs, guides, newsletters etc which provide the core  value add for members.  On a basic level they illustrate  
the commitment of the community  to provide free support and information  to members  on topical subjects (see Special Interest items later 
in this section) but equally importantly they  are the core collateral (social objects) to be promoted and distributed via social media.  It is the 
quality of this content that will drive the initial growth of awareness of the community  and direct the development of its influence.  This 
content must be constantly changing with submissions being drawn from numerous disparate sources to keep it fresh and engaging.  Sources 
such as professional writers, experts in various fields,  influential bloggers being re-blogged,  members of other communities, celebrities, 
members, representatives from official bodies can all be sources of content.  
 
Twitter itself is a rolling feed that can offer dynamic, relevant  and entertaining content whilst growing the communities membership and 
influence.  The use of pertinent hastags, the identification of key influencers, the strategic use of re-tweeting and linking tools can build and 
bind the community and develop its level of influence.  It is critical that the management of Twitter is a specific task as the use of ‘thank you’ 
for re-tweeting and e-mails to reach out to influencers when they follow the community are key steps to building  its membership. 
 
Visual Web such as video and  sites as  Pinterest and Instagram are currently the biggest influencers of traffic and engagement.  Thus 
provision of video and a strong presence on the visual sites is a priority.  By initially seeding with own content and inviting members to 
comment and rate the items  an open invitation is created  for them to engage in similar fashion.  Video such as  ‘my story ‘ or ‘my playgroup’ 
and Pinterest boards of children's development or favourite baby stores  personalise the environment and distance it  from the corporate. 
 
Forums are the lifeblood of the community but in general they do not grow organically without careful development.  It should be understood 
that for every active contributor there are numerous observers (lurkers) not initially keen to publicise views or responses.  The ratios are 
constantly debated but as a minimum there are 100 lurkers to each active forum member.  To ensure both these groups of members and 
those in between are reached out to it is critically important that the correct forum tools are deployed - anonymous rating tools etc encourage 
participation whilst rewards, stars etc. provide recognition and encouragement to those who wish to be active forum members and potentially 
’leaders’.  At commencement  some form of ‘fake it before you make it’ is inevitable if the forums are to grow so skilled forum builders are 
required to seed and develop forums without it appearing it to be a corporate led activity. 
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BASIC CONTENT 
Articles 
Blogs 
Guides 
How to’s 
Newsletters 
Video 
 

Sourced; 
-In house 
-Influencers 
-Members 
-Celebrity 
-Expert Partner 

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT 
-Comments 
-Rating 
-Likes 
-Stars 
-Recommends 

Twitter 

Re-tweets 

Google+ 

Facebook 

Community  
Forums 

You tube 

Likes 

+1 

Community 
Build  

Simple Content Driving Community Growth 

Likes/Share 



Surveys and Representation can be utilised to offer means of engagement, offer a quick ‘temperature check ‘ of the membership and 
potentially can be utilised to grow the influence of the community  as a representative voice.  
 
Member Profiling should allow for both private and public profiles. The creation of profiles allows for the personalisation of the community 
and opens dialogue between members. 
 
Webinars & Webchat led by subject matter experts provide interactive provision of information and guidance allowing members to drive and 
shape the direction of the event. The use of simultaneous twitter activity allows commentary to be monitored real time and responded to. 
 
Product Reviews are useful in a number of ways to develop engagement. They draw in those unwilling to profess anything in writing but are 
happy to rate something, they guide the community on what products to offer, they help those who want to contribute in writing but need 
something to focus on and they can drive monetisation. However all product offerings should comply  with the monetisation principles set for 
the community (see Monetisation section later in this document) 
 
Apps provide an opportunity to deliver useful tools to members and generate income.  The skill in app development for communities lies not 
in the originality of the data but in the ability to identify where the aggregation of readily available information allied to GPS and 
smartphone/tablet capability can provide a useful and unique tool e.g. GP Ratings App from www.finefettleapps.com 
 
Special Interest Items are dependent on the positioning of the community and associated site tone. The purpose and target audience are key 
decisions in driving the special interest activity. The temptation is always to put as much in as possible and the result can be an un-focused 
sprawl of information that confuses the visitor and fails to engage. The opportunities are endless with such items as  book reviews/club, 
gardening club, healthy children's recipes,  wine club, travel blogs etc. all potentially of interest but extreme care must be exercised to 
maintain a tight range of content in line with the communities purpose.  
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Personalisation 

The demands of consumers, the ability to capture real time data and the development of the integration capabilities of Content Management 
Systems have increased the capacity for content personalisation. This capability has enabled a small but growing group of organisations to 
move away from simple personalised greetings based upon simple name and title to more complex content targeting in line with the 
sophisticated route illustrated in the figure below: 
.  
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The use of personalisation helps to  fully exploit the potential a community offers . As such the capacity of any selected/developed  
CMS system to integrate with key enterprise applications such as CRM and analytics should be a key consideration. 
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Measurement , Monitoring and Listening 

Successful content management is not all about what you can produce its about how quickly you learn what works with your community and 
what doesn't.  That means not only learning from your experience but also the experience, activities and associated commentaries of other 
websites, Facebook pages/groups, Google+ circles etc.  Listening is as important as creating. 

 

Thus the essence of content optimisation is in the ability of a community to understand:  

•  The impact of content whether it be passive or active  

•  The current key trends and conversations that are occurring in the selected area of focus 

 

To measure impact and the growth of influence a number of tools exist to indicate the communities reach and  growth  but these are in many 
cases quite blunt instruments and it is vital that alongside their use is the use of human monitoring .  It is the skill of the community in listening 
to the prevalent and emergent themes and individuals that will allow it to react effectively.  Thus as well as developing content the community 
must create a listening capability and an associated reporting dashboard that will enable daily meetings to manage, react and in some cases 
lead on trending items.  

 

The Critical Need to Avoid Corporate Thinking 

The psyche and learnt behaviours within corporate organisations are that content is pushed by them, traffic is driven by them and ultimately 
they own the environment.  To grow a successful community this level of ownership needs to be abandoned.  The behaviours , attitudes and 
expectations of on-line consumers will run counter to all attempts by a corporate to own and direct activity and the community will not grow 
despite constant and costly attempts to attract active membership. 

 

Whilst many definitions of community exist a common agreed wrapper would be ‘a coming together of individuals with a shared interest and 
purpose to support and help each other’.  None of this mentions corporate , central control, directed activity etc.  A successful community is a 
self shaping entity that corporates can engage with successfully but only in and on the terms of the community.  This is where the skill of the 
Community Manager is vital to sufficiently access the flexible rolling nature of the community to allow effective corporate brand and business 
building to take place. 
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Monetisation 

In building non –corporate relationships and engagement whether via a community or website or Facebook page etc. the greatest challenge is 
being able to introduce elements of commercialisation without driving away the membership.  Introduce too early and you risk failing to get 
engagement as it’s seen as yet another product push site, leave it too long and risk creating a feeling that the community was a Trojan Horse 
for a corporate product push.  The options available for monetisation are in fact limited. 

 

Product commission 

• Subscription 

• Freemium – parts of the site need to be paid for 

• Advertising 

• Affiliate 

• Physical world events – not to be underestimated with a mature community 

• Sale of data 

 

And it’s most likely that some form of blended approach will provide the solution for most organisations 

 

 In fact the reality is that consumers are more sophisticated than many companies think and they naturally understand that funding has to 
come from somewhere.  Consumers were not unaware of how Moneysaving Expert made money but they did not in the main care because 
they felt they were getting good helpful insight even if they bought nothing.  Ultimately the reward for their time and engagement must be 
sufficiently compelling to obviate the impact of commercialisation. 

 

This is not to say that packing the environment and content with blatant product and or brand push is acceptable.  The skill of those 
developing and managing content is to ensure that the brand sponsoring the environment is imbued with the positive elements that the 
community brings and that products are viewed as solutions drawn from a number of sources not just the sponsor.  In fact the sponsor has the 
role of bringing welcome solutions that the community may or may not embrace.  It is the openness of this approach and the sensitivity of its 
delivery that makes it work.  

  



Defining the Community 
Purpose/Structure 
/Offer/Objectives 

Develop the Content Strategy 

Content Build & Social Media 
Plan/Delivery  

Understanding what the 
competition is doing and their 

success 

Develop the Social Media 
Strategy 

Taking the First Steps 

Key Foundation Work  Building the Engagement 
Framework  

Launch, learn, react 
model in place 



Why Bluerock? 
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 Bluerock has extensive and current experience of assisting organisations to move from conceptual thinking to the delivery and on-going 
management of a successful community.  This experience enables us to assist organisations to: 
 
•  Create a clear and identifiable purpose and goals for the community   
•  Develop content and social media strategies to support and enable these that are fully in tune with the requirements of SEO and PPC 
•  Deliver the listening skills  that shape the communities influence and positioning 
•  Select the tools and platforms that are required for the content and social media strategies to be delivered 
•  Design and deliver the infrastructure, processes and culture  required to manage the ‘look, learn and react’  environment of a community                                                                                                                                  
build  and  skilfully manage its monetisation 
 
As stated earlier a community  is a dynamic environment whose direction and activity is driven by its membership and Bluerock’s experts are 
skilled in helping corporate organisations  unused to this  apparent ‘loss of control’  to manage and engage with a fluid environment that 
require 24/7 monitoring, measuring and stimulus. 
 
In terms of content development we have the experience and expertise to   
 
•   To lead the development of a Content strategy and its delivery    
•   Design, create, source and curate useful and engaging content  
•   Utilise social media and site functionality to maximise the reach and influence of this content 
•   Manage the community to grow and develop in line with its purpose and ambition 
 
Our team of  qualified and experienced writers and content creators, many of whom are members of the desired social/familial   
sector for the community,  understand the criticality  of excellent content and  are able to use all mediums to create an integrated member 
journey. This capability includes the skill and contacts to source high quality pertinent content  from a  wide variety of expert sources. 
 
In addition we have experienced community build professionals capable of guiding and informing the development of our client’s thinking and 
can offer critically important community management capability during the crucial early months.  
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